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ART

NOTES FROM FRANCE AND SPAIN

Only three years ago partitions of "l'art abstrait constructif," or geometric art, threatened by the ascendance of what they called the "tachistes," or informal artists, were prepared to do battle. The "tachistes" for their part were still issuing manifestoes and statements, still using the persuasive and aggressive arts to evoke recognition from a reluctant public.

But this summer, both schools and their intermediary relatives were quietly enjoying what appeared to be a boom in modern art. The "tachistes," France's equivalents of our abstract expressionists, have won their cause—have in fact become the major commercial commodity of the contemporary European art market. And the market is in good enough condition that even the geometric artists, who three years ago trembled in the face of growing indifference have relaxed, having found their corner in the market safe enough.

There is no question, though, that the dominating current in Paris, as in New York, is unqualifiedly romantic. France is still in a state of reaction to cubism. Moreover, though the tide of informalism has been called "new," and by Michel Tapie at least, "autre," it is clearly an extension of French 19th-century romanticism—a conscious denial of classicism, a sweep toward the exalted state of imagination which all romanticists in history have sought to invoke. The key words occurring in the literature of the informal phase are the familiar infinity-longing words of romantic poetry, such as "l'inconnu," "l'insaisissable" and "le transcendant." The central idea remains one of individual imaginative liberty.

Artists who have been working since the war in the informal romantic idiom in Paris have found a number of sympathetic critics, but certainly the most effusive has been Michel Tapie. He jumped into the breach early in the game when no definition had yet been hazarded, offering for temporary use his term "art autre." Tapie's real importance lies not so much in his many and provocative publications, or his persistent reiteration of the otherness of art autre, but in his ability to organize disparate currents into a single, seemingly cohesive group. He has been able to recruit artists from many countries (indeed, that is one of his chief delights for he is a collector of artists, and particularly of artists from unexpected places) and to present them as if they constituted a movement. (Though Tapie himself avoids the term movement preferring to stress individual differences within the broadly general frame of art autre.) His indefatigable curiosity and voracious eye have served people all over Europe via the exhibitions he has organized.

Tapie's position has not appreciably changed in the past decade. He is an iconoclast, an esthete so thoroughly conversant with art of the past that he can afford to write it off while proclaiming a new era. Tapie was an admirer of Dada and has never abandoned the rhetorical chain of renunciations in the Dada program. His own program launched directly after the war suggested that idolatry of the past must be forsaken in order to "autre" art to exist. His renunciation pattern was healthy enough, unlike the intellectualized renunciations of writers like Gide whose wan and sickly mortification had a specific angelic aim. Tapie's were intended simply to provide a tabula rasa for artists who needed a climate of unimpeded imaginative freedom. His claims for a "dionysiac" phase in art, and the "paroxysmic" values in art just after the war were appetite to the explosive works being created then.

Since then, the climate has changed considerably even in France, and many artists, having become easy in their freedom, have moved on into calmer and more disciplined idioms. But criticism has not yet caught up with the artist and French art literature for the most part is still expounding freedom and otherness without qualifications.

Other critics, less ebullient perhaps than Tapie but no less serious have brought out different facets of contemporary informal art. The review "Cimaise" harbors several critics who have conscientiously attempted to isolate the characteristics of the new phase, and more important, to analyze the works of the individual painters in it (among others Cimaise's editor Herta Wescher and former editor R. V. Gindertael). In a recent issue Gindertael stated the position of the magazine: "L'art actuel peut done se deflnir comme expres­sion non figurative de l'univers vecu. C'est a cette phase presente de l'art abstrait assurant a la fois une permanence et une 'actualisation' que nous nous sommes toujours attaches dans les pages de Cimaise.''
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For heating systems that add comfort to living, specify Racon®

To insure luxurious, healthful, clean heat in Case Study House #19, a Racon radiant heating system is specified. It is completely invisible, presents no problems to home furnishing or decoration. The system is designed to take full advantage of the influence of sun and shade on temperatures at site. Simplified controls zone heat to suit room functions.

Today 6000 such Racon systems add comfort to living and working not only in fine custom homes, Eichler award-winning tract homes, but also in churches, schools, commercial and industrial buildings throughout California.

Installation Can Be Heating / Cooling Package

Your Racon system may be radiant panel heat, warm water baseboard, or any form of warm air heating... and may include radiant cooling from ceiling panels, or air cooling.

Racon radiant heating systems in patios and swimming pools add year-round pleasure to use of these areas.

If you want luxurious comfort, backed by a reliable service organization, specify Racon heating and cooling. For specification literature and/or free estimates, based on your plans, call our nearest dealer or write:

Racon Heating & Cooling Corp.
795 Kifer Rd., Santa Clara, Calif. • Phone Cherry 3-1343

SOLD AND SERVICED BY:

HEATRITE CORP., 1805 W. 54th St., Los Angeles 62
PLUMBING CONTRACTORS, INC., P.O. Box 536, Santa Ana
HARRY W. TAYLOR, 1672 Placentia Ave., Costa Mesa, Cal.
ARRO CO., 795 Kifer Rd., Santa Clara, Calif.

The graphists and matièreists are most prevalent. Among the imaginatively impoverished, it takes the form of total stress on technique, wild essays in paint and plaster. But among the better painters of this group a definite aesthetic is taking shape, one which has its antecedents and developing lines.

The recognized Parisian fathers of this tendency are chiefly Fautrier, Wols and Dubuffet. Wols, born in Berlin 1913, died in Paris 1951, was the romantic par excellence. He had the "sentimental energy" of which Alvord speaks, reaching out beyond the boundaries of given, material forms. His work has been steadily released in Paris and a good many younger painters are familiar with his philosophy stated partially in a recent Facchetti Gallery catalogue. Among other things, Wols wrote "at each instant, in each thing, eternity is there... the experience which is not explainable leads to dream... don't explain the dreams, the inex-
applicable ("l’insaisissable") penetrates everything, one must know everything rhymes."

Wol’s temper is carried out by such varied painters as Mathieu, Georges, Jenkins, Viseux and Serpan. Another guiding spirit, Dubuffet, has succeeded in his campaign to make the matière of paint, the structure of paint and the sensuous quality of vulgar materials expressive. Joined by the American influence (primarily Pollock and deKooning), the Dubuffet element is felt in many younger Parisian painters, and even in a few mature painters such as Hosiasson. The lyricists, too, have sustained the mystic romantic tradition, softened and subdued, seeking to express an abstract concept of what Gindertael called the "univers vécu." Among the many younger painters who are working in this vein, I noted the work of Damian, whose large, pale, sensitively executed paintings have incipient magic, and the paintings of John Koenig in nearly related tones, with barely perceptible, drifting structures.

Among sculptors I found relatively little, but I would like to note the bizarre and striking "poupees" by Jacobsen at the Galerie de France. Jacobsen, who was primarily known for his austere, geometric wrought iron sculptures, allowed his figurines to be shown this spring. Composed of odd parts (old clocks, radiator parts, gears, nuts, bolts, etc.) these figures nonetheless appear graceful, elegant. Jacobsen has wittily contrived to minimize the significance of the parts in favor of the whole. They have a completely personal character.

SPAIN

In discussing recent art events in Spain, it is necessary to keep in mind several background details. The first is the curious fact that Spain has never had a sustained tradition in the plastic arts. Except for the Catalonian ancients, the history of Spanish art is a history of a few distinct individuals, geniuses who have stood alone. Schools and lines of continuity, such as those in Italy or France, never developed in Spain. Secondly, it must be remembered that since Goya, a large proportion of Spanish artists and writers have had to live away from Spain. When the Civil War was over, Spain was left with only a skeleton crew of artists and writers, a situation keenly felt by the current young generation. Thirdly, until recently, the Spanish government specifically disapproved of "modern" art and, as one painter remarked, it was only with the arrival of American "aid" that the government relaxed its attitude in regard to abstract art. Finally, censors are active and watchful. No review of any kind can get underway without the censor’s approval (never given for magazines with international cultural viewpoints) and all articles must be submitted to the censors. Spanish art, drama and literary critics are masters of Aesopian idiom, but the obvious limitations of the furtive word have had their effect in Spain.

Nevertheless, last year “informal” international art arrived in Spain. It came via Barcelona, the city which, with a dogged separatist mentality, has maintained pride in its tradition as gateway to Europe. Barcelona, as Catalonians often remark, is not really Spain and has always been alert to the progressive elements of French culture. Accordingly, it was Barcelona first which took advantage of the shift in official attitude and arranged for an exhibition of works by painters of the international avant-garde.

Last March, an exhibition of paintings by twenty-six artists, organized by Michel Tapie and for convenience presented under his banner of art autre, or “otro arte” was presented at the Sala Gaspar, one of Barcelona’s rare galleries concerned with modern art. Artists included were among others Appel, Buri, Hosiasson, Mathieu, Riopelle, Fautrier, Dubuffet, Wols, deKooning, Pollock and a group of younger Spanish artists. The exhibition had been arranged by the “Club 49,” a small, sophisticated group of cultured Barcelona mice.

(Continued on Page 36)
In Beckett's novels the eye discovers nothing, a limitation resembling that of the later works by Joyce, which seem increasingly closed in by his blindness. A hill, a road, a tree, a person, a room, a garden are remembered verbally but not imagined. The vague surroundings of the books characterize the uniform greyness of a mind ceasing to contend with its existence, yet alive and endlessly speculative as it males through the decaying humus. Beckett creates within a pathetic fallacy of the intellect: that everything which happens must be questioned, and the answer invalidates the question. The narrowness, the visual blankness of Beckett's novels become, paradoxically, dramatic virtues in translating his literary ruminations into discussion of them, let me say they are uniformly gloomy, nightmarish without projection, that is to say without any apparent effort finding a better audience in his adopted country, shifted to French.

Several novels. Living in Paris, he wrote first in English, then, perhaps, for Godot they try to do something, anything, to find entertainment, conversation. In the midst of their unanswerable questions Godot is the excuse for waiting, the authority they ask for, the inspiration, or answer, or finality they expect.

Will they get an answer from Tennessee Williams? They will not. Will they receive an answer from Waiting for Godot? No. In what respect, then, do the methods differ?

Waiting for Godot was written in French by an Irish author, Samuel Beckett, a former amanuensis of James Joyce. Beckett has composed several novels. In Paris, he wrote first in English, then, perhaps finding a better audience in his adopted country, shifted to French. The novels, in the original or translated, are available as paperbacks than elementary fashion, either written or composed.

The novels, in the original or translated, are available as paperbacks.

STRIKING A LIGHT

This is the second part of the article begun in our October issue.

A play which deals with such "universal values," or situations common to many persons, in which the situation is thought through and purged of its dress, I call "dialectical." (Dialectic: Art of investigating the truth of opinions, testing of truth by discussion, logical disputation—Concise Oxford Dictionary.) The "logic" is the sequence of presentation, the interlocking of ideas by dramatic method, or plot. Such are the plays of Bertolt Brecht. Such is Waiting for Godot.

Persons who don't try very hard describe Waiting for Godot as difficult. It is difficult, but the adjective should not be pejorative. The difficult in art is worth waiting for; it is what we need and want. People ask why the characters are waiting for Godot. While waiting for Godot they try to do something, anything, to find entertainment, conversation. In the midst of their unanswerable questions Godot is the excuse for waiting, the authority they ask for, the inspiration, or answer, or finality they expect.

Will they get an answer from Tennessee Williams? They will not. Will they receive an answer from Waiting for Godot? No. In what respect, then, do the methods differ?

Waiting for Godot was written in French by an Irish author, Samuel Beckett, a former amanuensis of James Joyce. Beckett has composed several novels. Living in Paris, he wrote first in English, then, perhaps finding a better audience in his adopted country, shifted to French. The novels, in the original or translated, are available as paperbacks for anyone who wishes to struggle through them. Without entering to bring something off. Events occur in them for no reason and are written and, from page to page, better composed than the

The narrowness, the visual blankness of Beckett's novels become, paradoxically, dramatic virtues in translating his literary ruminations into discussion of them, let me say they are uniformly gloomy, nightmarish without projection, that is to say without any apparent effort finding a better audience in his adopted country, shifted to French.

Several novels. Living in Paris, he wrote first in English, then, perhaps finding a better audience in his adopted country, shifted to French. The novels, in the original or translated, are available as paperbacks than elementary fashion, either written or composed.

The novels, in the original or translated, are available as paperbacks than elementary fashion, either written or composed.
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Herbert Matter
East meets... and becomes... West beautifully and durably in natural California Redwood. Whether the job is expressive of Orient or Occident, let versatile redwood help give it substance.
MUSIC (Continued from Page 8)

subjective. He weeps; he feeds well; he loses his possessions; he drives ever onwards to the fair. In the second act he returns blind and helpless, still grasping rope and whip, crying, "On . . . on . . ."

Lucky, the carrier, the objective element, the suppressed, dangerous, uncomprehending, incomprehensible mob, bears the burdens, moves to order, dances to instruction and, in a scene of awesome, grotesque horror, thinks. He thinks aloud, like a cracked record of mankind's serious conversation played too fast, on an uneven turntable, that runs down. In the second act he is dumb.

At the end of each act a Boy enters bearing a message from Godot: he cannot come today, he will come tomorrow. Intellectual and Clown must return to the barren place and wait.

Who is Godot? The Boy cannot answer. Only that his beard is white.

Of this static material Beckett composes a play, so dreary that, at what appears to be a low point, the author apostrophizes the audience:

"Vladimir: Charming evening we're having.
"Estragon: Unforgettable.
"Vladimir: And it's not over.
"Estragon: Apparently not.
"Vladimir: It's only beginning.
"Estragon: It's awful.
"Vladimir: Worse than the pantomime.
"Estragon: The circus.
"Vladimir: The music-hall.
"Estragon: The circus."

Estragon's intelligence, reaching its limit more quickly, returns here as elsewhere to the previous thought.

The trick, the skill, the art is to sustain drama where drama is relentlessly defeated. In The Exception and the Rule Brecht attempts a not unlike subject but, inserting dramatic action, very nearly fails, the play being brought off by a dialectical reversal, a logical trick, at the conclusion. Beckett pirouettes as in a glider on the inane, the dialectical upthrust of questions that will permit no answering. Because the questions will permit no answering, the flow and evasion of the dialogue direct the attention like a counterpoint of Webern, or, if the mind cannot hold, thrust it off. Every mind is caught on its own hook — its private reason or unreason — if it has a hook to catch on. The play begins in chaos, in aimless conversation, and ends as it began. Yet it is never without point. Anthologies of poems, repertories of plot, go up in anguish and futility as the play alters its scenes, its arguments, its dialectical positions. The play is a revelation and exposure, followed by a denunciation, of every human effort to achieve the status of a fixed thought. Since to express thought is human, the drama is unbearably human. There is no tragic commitment to be human is to be grotesque. Agoneries of human relationships moves before the mind, a few lines to each event; unresolved, answered only by a cry, a sigh, each slips into the next. If suicide is the alternative, the tree will not bear the rope; reasoning proves that one lonely friend or the other must hang himself first. Estragon offers his belt; his pants slide around his ankles; the belt pulls apart. In the midst breaks out the screaming, garbled, unintelligible gibberish that occurs when an ordinary man, downtrodden, a slave, is commanded to think.

Well then, what good can there be in all this? Can poetry of a low order be poetry of a high order? Can the veritable inane command respect? The answer to each is yes.

We may invite ourselves to reconsider the current poetic rules of order. Take the picture out of the poem and reinstate the dialectic concentration of thought, the minute globe of water concentrated around a speck of dust.

The play is religious. It is one of the most intensely religious dramas of modern experience, because it rejects all tentative, all arbitrary, all positive with all negative answers. It affirms nothing but the meaningless unsureness of a temporary, a potential but unconfirmed existence. You might say that the fact of its having been written is its only offer of hope.

"... The very bird, grown taller as he sings, steals his form straight up . . . "—Marianne Moore

If religion is, as I define it, an integrating hope growing out of the conviction that all phenomena are rationally ordered, even

(Continued on Page 37)
**Problem:** To provide the Riverside Presbyterian Church with a classroom building for religious education, while retaining the recreation area which the classroom building was to occupy. The problem was, literally, to design a building on stilts.

**Solution:** Because the architect was able to use sliding glass doors down each side of the building, a stilts-like form was created. This permits the first floor to remain largely open for use as a recreation area. Arcadia sliding glass doors made this building possible, because they can be easily adapted to completely recess in pockets on either end of the building.

**FELLOWSHIP HALL**

Riverside Presbyterian Church, Jacksonville, Florida  
Dr. Albert Kissling, Minister  
Architect: Harold E. Wagoner, AIA, CAGA  
Philadelphia, Penn.

the name for the finest in windows and doors of sliding glass ...

**Arcadia**  
801 S. ACACIA, FULLERTON, CALIF.  
National Member Producer's Council, Inc.

HELP BUILD A BETTER AMERICA . . . SEE AN ARCHITECT

MERIT SPECIFIED FOR THE CASE STUDY HOUSE NO. 19 BY DON KNORR OF KNORR-ELLIOTT ASSOCIATES
BOOKS

ROBERT WETTENAU


Hastings House has had the distinction for several years of publishing high-level books devoted to graphic arts and visual communication. The current crop is a veritable mine of material invaluable to art director, designer, printer, and even to a small degree, the architect. An awareness of the social importance of the visual image, the impact of the picture on the public memory, the increased wants of a society geared to mass production (and these wants increased by a more professional group of artists), has given a new esthetic to graphic arts and advertising in many media. There is in the POSTER ANNUAL an appeal for better 24-sheet posters (the billboard) and in America, particularly, this is badly needed—if we cannot get rid of the billboard entirely. The POSTER ANNUAL records some 500 posters from 20 countries with many in color. Some of the more outstanding examples are by Ronald Searle, H. E. Unger, Tatashi Komo, Hiroshi Ochi, Herbert Leupin, Cartier-Bresson, Armin Hofmann, Saul Bass and David Stone Martin.

GRAPHIS ANNUAL as usual runs the gamut from posters, announcements, record album covers, booklets, book jackets, magazine covers, film and television, with brief portions on letterheads and trademarks. Many of the artists outstanding in the POSTER ANNUAL have excellent examples in the GRAPHIS. Some 813 illustrations, 85 in full color, from all over the world. Beautifully produced and still the most stimulating annual for artists and art director.

The PENROSE ANNUAL has always been a special review and the 51st issue, a memorial volume to its late editor R. B. Fishenden, is a rare item of careful editing and beautiful printing, consisting of "General" and "Technical" articles. The general articles include an essay by David Bland on "The Influence of Reproductive Techniques on Book Illustration" with illustrations by Randolph Caldecott taken from the original blocks; an excellent, if short piece on Architectural Photography by Nikolaus Pevsner (which we hope Mr. Pevsner will expand into a full-length book); Geoffrey Ashburner on the Reproduction of Paintings in Color; Henri Cartier-Bresson: Notes on the Relation of Photography and Painting by Basil Taylor. A potpourri of material ranging from decorated papers to Notes on the Printers' Royal Arms. The technical section offers over 80 pages on divers new processes in color photography, the Dow-Etch method, new presses and machines, inks, new methods in the halftone printing process. The whole thing is topped off with a selection of the year's best illustrations, and a respectable group of advertisements (no billboards). This is the best of annuals for the general reader and a first-rate production yearbook for the professional.

DOORWAY TO PORTUGUESE by Aloisio Magalhaes & Eugene Feldman (George Wittenborn, Inc. $6.00)

Mr. Maghalhaes, a Brazilian artist has been developing the art of photo-offset lithography at the University Press of Recife, Pernambuco, and has been with "O Graphico Amador" for two years. A State Department grant brought him to the United States, where at the Falcon Press in Philadelphia, he has been exploring the photo-offset litho medium experimentally and creatively. To make this small, attractive book a group of Portuguese words was selected, each for a different page, and each page illustrated with a different technique to produce each color print. A palm leaf exposed to the plate produces the cover; roller impressions, drawings on film with opaque medium and printing ink; aluminum foil combined with drawing; drawing on glass exposed to the plate; a wood cut, a photograph and a paper cut out. That the artists can work more directly with photo-offset is important to the vitality of his finished creations and this method will permit more freedom and spontaneous effort as well as experimental work. Just as the autolith in England made for better book illustrations, photo-offset in color can do much for the making of handsome books and prints. This volume was printed by the Falcon Press.

WATERCOLOR—A CHALLENGE by Leonard Brooks (Reinhold Publishing Corporation, $12.50)

(Continued on Page 37)
The K-1 series designed by George Kasparian.
A piece for every purpose, for any arrangement,
constructed of the finest materials in the best
tradition of Kasparians craftsmanship.
Available in the lengths and shapes shown below.
For further information, please inquire on your letterhead.

KASPARIANS

7772 Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles 46, California
SALES REPRESENTATIVES: Scan, Inc., 326 South Lake, Pasadena, California;
Bacon & Perry, 370 Decorative Center, Dallas, Texas; Carroll Sugar & Assoc., 8833 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 46, California.
By one of those contradictions which the human mind readily accepts, peoples described as "primitives" or "savages" are often hailed for their remarkable scientific knowledge. They are said to possess secret formulae which are far more effective than anything used by modern chemists or doctors. Those who despise primitive peoples yet speak with awe and admiration of their almost supernatural knowledge, often display an exaggerated naivety and credulity, but they are actually closer to the truth than others who deny that primitive peoples possess any science worth knowing about.

The Indians of South America may not have any "miracle drugs," but it was they who discovered the qualities of chinchona bark, of coca leaves and of the lianas from which they make curare. The conquest of the tropics by the white race would have been impossible without quinine; the role of cocaine in modern surgery is known to all. As for curare, an extraordinary poison which acts on the nervous system, this is being put to ever greater uses in neurology.

These three discoveries are indicated merely as examples of our debt to the so-called primitive peoples, but the list could be greatly extended if we considered other fields and other parts of the world. It was also the "savages" of the Amazon who revealed to the world the wonderful qualities of rubber and who first made practical use of them. For long the methods used to transform latex from the Hevea tree into rubber were those of the Indians. Let no one say that these were accidental discoveries and not the result of scientific enquiries. To extract curare from strychnos toxiferæ called for many long experiments and for qualities inherent in the true scientist: a keen sense of observation, patience and the urge to experiment.

It is necessary to remind those who, when speaking of the Indians or of the peoples of Oceania, refer to them as "savages," that these same men succeeded in mastering their environment and that they possess an empirical science in agriculture which agronomists are quick to praise and draw inspiration from.

Biologists have not always admitted the debt they owe to "primitive" peoples who have made available to them observations of the greatest precision and accuracy. It is of course natural for a man who lives by fishing and hunting to know the habits of his quarry down to the last detail. Yet if in this respect "primitives" are valued aides for the scientists it is also true that their ideas on the development of living things are just as fantastic as those of the naturalists of antiquity and even those of the Renaissance. But their credulity and naivety are no greater than those shown by the ancient Roman naturalist, Pliny the Elder.

Those concerned with the education of "primitives" should be reminded that they are not dealing with backward or ignorant minds and that those to whom they are today bringing the rudiments of Western science are themselves capable of teaching lessons in many fields.

Let us remember too that the death of the "primitive" civilizations which so many people advocate in the name of progress, will also see the vanishing of much knowledge that is not without significance for our own civilization.
These new pieces are from a group to be shown in January at the Catherine Viviano gallery in New York. The work shows a major change in Rosenthal's approach to space in that, here, he confronts it rather than envelops it. He has fully realized remarkably strong forms, using the metal in a highly fluid, provocative way that builds up accumulated tensions within the work itself. He shows here full control of the medium, and working with light and dark explores mysteriously deep interiors. The texture has become incidental and the color develops as an integral part of the metal under heat. The medium, copper and brass alloy, is used with great strength and virility, and the forms, folding and unfolding, here sharply interrupted and there continuing and reforming, set up an active pressure from within the work itself.
This progress report on Case Study House 18 shows the structure well out of the ground, the framework complete, the Fenestra steel decking now in place. The underslab work which had been stopped for several months due to industry strikes is now under way again. The concrete slab will soon be poured, and prefabrication of panels will begin. In an early issue, we will report on the design and construction of the prefabricated "sandwich" panels of Harboelite plastic-faced plywood and other important features of the house, including merit specified products and materials.
With Case Study House #18 it was our desire to prove the value of steel as applied to this type of pre-fabrication. Certain past pre-fab panel houses have integrated structure with panel, i.e., the panel itself has been designed and constructed to carry vertical loads and resist the lateral forces of earthquake and wind. Since panels were structural, they were heavy and difficult to handle, and the panel connections, designed to transfer structural forces, were by necessity complicated.

In the development of a pre-fabrication system, considering the earthquake factor in California, it seemed logical to use a modular structural frame and to make this frame do all the work, thus greatly simplifying structure and structural connections. Further, the segregation of structure from walls provided a design flexibility not otherwise possible and set no limitation as to the selection of wall panel material. Metal, wood, plastic or glass panels may be used, each with equal ease.

Steel was selected for the frame for several reasons. Its relative newness, its latent potential in residential construction, its strength/weight/strength/size ratios, its permanence, its crisp fine line were all governing factors. However, of major importance is the fact that moment-resisting structural connections in steel are simple. A steel column can easily be fixed at the base to resist rotation. A wood post resisting the same forces as the 2" square tube used here would possibly have to be 9 to 12 times larger in section and because of the nature of the material, base connections would be costly and complex. If smaller wood members were used, the modular frame could no longer do the work and shear walls, i.e., walls designed to withstand lateral forces would be required within the structure. This again would complicate the system with heavy structural panels and costly, intricate connections, and would prohibit any freedom in panel material selection.

The steel elements used in this house are relatively new structural forms: Columns are square tubing, beams rectangular tubing. The first use of square steel tubing in a modular frame, I believe, was in our Case Study House #16. From this developed the idea for an all-tube pre-fab frame of 2" square columns, 2"x5 ½" rectangular beams. These sections seemed to be the form best suited to detail and connection simplification and standardization. As previously reported in the magazine, one detail, one connection, handles all exterior wall conditions. Glass, panels, sash, sliding glass wall units attach to the frame in the same manner.

The steel framework for this house was shop-fabricated into 16-foot "bents." These "bents," units of beams and columns, were erected on the site by 4 men in 8 hours. Job welding was limited to 19 beam connections, 40 column base plate connections.

To us, this is proof of the direction of residential construction. With the continual increase of on-site labor cost and the decrease of skilled craftsmanship, house production must go into the
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especially when it is considered in relation to a mobile observer, Picasso was stating a principle much the same as Einstein and Heisenberg. Uncertainty and relativity, at least as popularly understood, suggested that beginnings and endings are difficult to establish, and that space and matter are continuous. For the household, this idea became the architectural desideratum of bringing the outdoors indoors. Such an idea would have found justification in Rousseau's philosophy but it would have been absurd as a living ideal for the mind nourished on Newtonian physics.

The conception of the house as a discrete entity, or of the person as an isolated individuality, fell apart under the impact of twentieth-century physics and social science. In the painterly tradition, the solidity of objects was finally and completely penetrated by the development from the Impressionists and Cezanne to Picasso. It is interesting that images which might have been derived from Einstein's extra-terrestrial physics were used in the architecture of the 1920's—not of mechanical necessity (because Newtonian physics is adequate and true for the distances and velocities of domestic living)—but because science and art were trying to analyze the same problem: the nature of reality. We must think of architecture as an approach to the solution of this problem as well as a means of satisfying practical needs. Furthermore, the practical solution and the philosophical solution are embodied in the same structure: that is why the critic may justifiably comment upon both.

The floating masses and the intricate dynamic balances of early twentieth-century painting and sculpture have their technological counterparts in the cantilevers, stressed skin, and torsion structures of modern building; but the absorption of these devices into the home aesthetic is still very slow. In the opinion of the writer they will become part of the stylistic complex, not through any direct assault by architects and builders, but through widespread distribution of reproductions, and by exhibition of original works of fine art. Indeed, the role of painting and sculpture is relatively unique. From this combination of objective limitation and subjective resource, a new aesthetic is evolved.

In the paintings and drawings of Piet Mondrian, the idea of precision and economy of space received its purest and least sanguine expression in art. Of course, the machine itself, which must have fascinated Mondrian, is an illustration of precision and economy directly from life. But it was necessary that certain qualities of the machine be synthesized by art before they could be used in the design, for example, of storage cabinets and chairs. It is a mistake to think that architects and designers went directly to the machine for inspiration; they had to go to the artistic creations which already embodied the qualities of the machine. Today, it is generally recognized that the design of many kinds of containers and packages, whether for soap, tissues, machines, or people—all derive their visual intervals and the disposition of their masses ultimately from the precise rectangularities which absorbed Mondrian and his group. The Dutch members of the group in 1917—Rietveld, van Doesberg, and Oud—had already begun to make the transition from "pure" painting to tables and chairs. In the typical process of aesthetic diffusion, their work was taken up by other painters, sculptors and architects, corrupted with curves, subjected to the test of new materials and differing sensibilities, and finally, after considerable purging and purification it emerged, entirely anonymous, and completely adaptable to a multitude of uses in the design of new things. This was the first art style which in its geometric simplicity, fitted into the demands of mass production for standardization, accuracy, and duplication. Mondrian's original purpose of cutting away from visual phenomena not only what was excessive, ornamental, or "academic," but everything which could be regarded as ambiguous, has been considered anti-artistic and in a sense it was. But also, it was this intention in his painting (perhaps its only quality) which was amenable to the needs of an industrial age seeking its own characteristic forms. Perhaps, ironically enough, industrial culture could find its art style only in an anti-artistic vision.

While Mondrian's colored rectangles translated themselves easily into the neat plan views and elevations of contemporary architecture and design, they were abetted by another current from Europe—the Cubism of Picasso and Braque. From analytical Cubism the new aesthetic received not so much a visual as an intellectual justification. In trying to show visually that matter has very imprecise boundaries,
unacceptable; and without the small home, pre-fabrication is not practical. Pre-fabrication is still resisted because of its associations with jerry-built structures. However, technology is quite equal to producing prefabs of quality and durability. Once this is accomplished, pre-fabricated housing combined with the increasing mobility of Americans will produce a revolutionary change in the attitude toward home and houses. By industrializing home construction, prefabs can take the dwelling out of its hand-made stage. The home will thus lose its connotations (usually false) of being tailor-made when in fact it is only wastefully made. The often spurious uniqueness of the hand-made house will be replaced by variety of choice in each price class and style grouping. As a result of the economies effected, persons who move either for reasons of occupation or wanderlust will be able to purchase homes wherever they live.

An increase in home ownership and a decline in rental housing (newly-weds will be able to buy homes) promises results which will be felt very keenly in the community. As the home ceases to be a once-in-a-lifetime purchase, the sentiments clustered around it will change. Permanent values are associated with stable structures, i.e., buildings which are physically durable and emotionally rooted. Inelastic single dwellings will change individual attitudes toward the home into something akin to one’s feeling toward a car. As styles succeed each other more rapidly, and as innovations are quickly introduced for competitive advantage, a consumer psychology which applied formerly to perishable goods, will replace the sentimental orientation toward the home. Since we tend to develop a more critical awareness of anything which can be replaced with relative ease, the home can become a perishable good by association with the dispensability of the house. Then the home as a durable physical symbol of continuity between generations may have to give way to the more permanent institutions and structures of the community.

An illustration of sentimental emphasis upon the community almost to the exclusion of the home can be found in the city neighborhoods of two or three generations ago. The urban neighborhoods, particularly when they were organized along ethnic lines, performed many of the functions of the modern suburban community. When immigration to the cities at its height, these neighborhoods were physical and spiritual centers of sentiment; a whole literature testifies to this. But time, and the rising affluence of their residents, both broadened spiritual associations and narrowed the physical purview: the cohesion of the neighborhood was dissipated by the claims of the larger community outside. Until the break-up of the neighborhoods, which can be regarded as “the greater home” of MacIver’s usage, the apartment or tenement dwelling was no more than the concentrated base of activity which the modern suburban home promises to be. If we can believe the realistic novels of the thirties, home was a kind of sleeping and feeding agency of the family, an incomplete seclusion. Thus they avoid the extremes of complete openness or complete privacy. Their problem is to re-define privacy in terms which are visually consistent with the new aesthetic: they must use the design features of modernism to retain the values if not the ancient shape of family living. A current practical approach is seen in the numerous houses whose plan is open, whose living space is continuous with the site, and which achieve privacy through ingenious fences and plantings. In effect, the skin of the house has been softened and extended outward to the edges of the site. In some instances, architects completely eliminate windows and openings from public walls, so that a house close to the street presents the aspect of a completely sealed enclosure, when in fact it is quite open to the back of the lot. Thus they avoid the extremes of complete open-ness or complete seclusion.

The general trend in suburban architecture had emerged to give form to the social relations it engendered. But none emerged. Without an organically functioning home-neighborhood relationship, the flat or apartment could not support the popular expectations of “home” and so it became a way-station to suburbia. The new suburban community revives many of the old neighborhood functions because the small home, if isolated, would be as inadequate as the apartment. The reallators who build rather undistinguished low-cost developments depend upon the neighborhood pattern of social relations to create meaning and appeal for their otherwise unimpressive houses. Indeed, the poorly designed suburban dwelling almost forces its owner to lose himself in the community of the neighborhood appeal of suburban living becomes virtually its own appeal. Under the circumstances, it is not surprising that the home-owner’s self respect should oblige him to identify with something both valuable and permanent in the environment. This could be the motive for the burgeoning of political and religious associations in suburbia. Possibly, this was the psychology of the medieval masses, whose homes were hovels, but whose religious structures and community relations were of marvellous intricacy and unsurpassed order.

For the imagination, the frontiers between home and community may already be disappearing. “Home” becomes the generic place where one has been raised (as one recalls it)—the school, street, playground, movie house, drug store, or day camp where the growing years were spent. The phrase, “my home,” meaning house, may eventually sound affected, exclusive, or vain. The democratic era suspects that “my home” is unduly private, as if one could find all necessary values there. It is quite possible that the transfer of familial values and responsibilities to the community has caused genuinely private living to appear antagonistic to the general good. This development may be more apparent in the world of ideas than the world of structures. But the same sentiment may come to apply to them both: “What need for privacy if there is nothing to hide?”

This is to suggest that there is a kind of temper in democratic culture which is hostile to quality when it is privately pursued. It is similar to our resentiment of the silence of a fellow passenger on a long train ride. Consequently, we are rich in devices and institutions to promote general sharing. Perhaps it is inevitable that the dwelling house, as a final vestige of privacy, will be thoroughly penetrated, its seclusion modified until it does not exist. The saturation of glass will make it possible to pierce the institutional walls of the home much as the walls of the Romanesque cathedral were pierced and finally replaced by stained glass. For the cathedral, the outcome was a more splendid, soaring structure, but in the process the magnificent interior mosaics were lost. The aesthetic appeal of glass and the social services of the community may combine so that the home retains more and more the character of a dormitory. This tendency could be accelerated by the success of prefabrication, the process becoming more convenient, less expensive, and appealing inevitably more logical.

Of course, subtracting functions from the home and relocating their associated sentiments in the community may not be an entirely ominous development; it is part of a general movement toward larger units of identification and loyalty. However, there are countervailing influences within the design professions and also among the publicists of housing. Architects appear to realize that the integrity of the family is bound up with the successful achievement of privacy. Their problem is to re-define privacy in terms which are visually consistent with the new aesthetic: they must use the design features of modernism to retain the values if not the ancient shape of family living. A current practical approach is seen in the numerous houses whose plan is open, whose living space is continuous with the site, and which achieve privacy through ingenious fences and plantings. In effect, the skin of the house has been softened and extended outward to the edges of the site. In some instances, architects completely eliminate windows and openings from public walls, so that a house close to the street presents the aspect of a completely sealed enclosure, when in fact it is quite open to the back of the lot. Thus they avoid the extremes of complete open-ness or complete seclusion.

Second of Two Parts.
These tent installations have been designed as shelters for public activities in Germany; in some cases of canvas, in others, of plastic impregnated materials. The forms lend themselves beautifully and fancifully to the purposes of public exhibitions, and dancing and eating areas. Dr. Frei Otto has devised provocative enclosures which serve not only the need for shelter, but give a sense of magic and gayety for public areas.

The well-known dance pool stands among exhibition buildings, surrounded by tall trees in the center of a large place in the fair grounds, limited by the Rhine. The cement dance platform seems to float above the large round pool of water. A light tent roof of white cloth protects the dancers from the weather and becomes a gay focal point of the exhibition.

The tent, open in the middle above the center fountain, is supported at six high and six low points. The development of these hanging, wave-shaped roofs began in 1953 in Berlin and in Constance and led to a whole series of constructions of various shapes; thus mission churches, airplane hangars, shelter tents in the Cassel exhibition garden, and the small exhibition hall of the Interbau were erected. The dance pool in Cologne is the first complete realization of a star-shaped tent. These hanging roofs are particularly well suited to covering large circles, rings, circle and ring segments. It need not be emphasized that not only in the building of tents proper but also in the erection of many other constructions there are now many methods of devising hanging roofs which are weather, sound and heat-proof.
Close to the exhibition tents, in the Berlin Tiergarten, stands the temporary "Tent Cafe" a gay interlude in the exhibition, a place for visitors to rest, to converse and to contemplate. The tables are scattered without pattern, some wood garden chairs are placed casually, some areas are shaded by trees, others by multicolored sails; the seats under the large white tent are completely sheltered from rain and wind; flower baskets, shrubs in containers and playing fountains decorate the quiet brick floor.

The large curved roofs of the big tent are covered with a white cloth, the tent is completely open on all sides allowing free circulation of visitors and an unobstructed view, glazed wind-breaks afford protection from the wind. The soft contours of the large tent help to make a transition to the sharp geometrical lines of the five sails, of strong canvas, white on the outside and blue, red and yellow inside. Strong steel ropes, anchored in cement are holding the sails tight and they have withstood completely undamaged severe electrical and wind storms.

A thin skin of plastic impregnated heavy canvas covers the almost horizontal roof construction of the exhibition hall designed by Karl Otto, architect. This is the first use of such a large "roof skin" and is the result of long experiments. It makes it possible to cover large surfaces with stormproof thin skins. The individual section are glued together diagonally in large surfaces, 8 meter wide and 50 meters long nailed to a wooden frame.

Although the transparency of the canvas was somewhat destroyed by soot and dust the intensity of the light inside, under the roof is hardly less than outside. It is expected that because almost 90% of the sun rays are reflected the temperature inside will be comfortable even during the warmest days.

THE TENT CAFE OF THE INTERBAU-BERLIN

PROJECT DESIGNERS: FREI OTTO, EWALD BURNER, DIETHER R. FRANK, SIEGFRIED LOHS
These tents, in the Exhibition Garden, on the banks of the Rhine, under tall, old trees, provide benches for sitting, protection from inclement weather for visitors to the exhibitions, and a view towards the Rhine and the Cologne Dome. The curved-roofs tent, of light yellow cloth, is hidden among trees and leaves, the light red pointed tent stands in a half-circle of trees, as a landmark of the exhibition.

The pointed tent has been developed from the old well-known original tent form, cut open. The mast stands freely in the center of the forces driving against the cloth and the anchoring ropes. The canvas is fastened to six steel rods driven into the ground, under the trees.
This residence for a young, newly married couple is built on a site 30' x 80'.

SMALL HOUSE BY KILLINGSWORTH-BRADY-SMITH
Privacy was the prime consideration of the planning since the small site is dominated by a large old two-story apartment on one side and a story and one-half house on the other. To provide separation from these buildings 18'-0” Redwood walls were set at the 3'-0” side yard lines. Within these walls the block of the house was developed behind a sheltered garden and reflecting pool. The two faces of the house are of glass with one facing the reflecting pool area and the other a glimpse of the bay and an intimate garden.

The living area is two stories in height with the bedrooms enjoying the view through the upper portion without lack of privacy. Kitchen cabinets are designed as furniture and will eventually extend into the living area for storage and T.V. space. The area above the carport and columns at the entrance will be developed in the future as a master suite with access from a stairway located at the platform in the reflecting pool.

The building is of post and beam with shear being taken in moment connections on the all glass walls. Shear panel at the carport supports the two sheltering walls with the beams as struts. Floor is of concrete with perimeter forced air heating system. Colors are keyed to the eucalyptus gold stain of the redwood side walls with dominance of white and tiny accents of brilliant orange and yellow. Area of house—1344 Sq. Ft.
ONE OF FIVE HONOR AWARDS IN THE RECENT SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER A.I.A. HONOR AWARDS PROGRAM
The project comprises a main house and a two-room guest house and a covered play area adjacent to the pool. It was designed for parents and four children and for live-in help. Being a large family and with the children in or near their teens, maximum thought was given to family activities as a group and to the entertaining of friends. Special emphasis was given in incorporating as much indoor-outdoor living as possible through the use of intimate patios. The house revolves around five basic gardens or play areas. The most significant one of these being the central garden, located between the family play area and living room. This glassed-in area, open to the sky, visually bridges a continuous area of 77 feet.

Over the family play area a series of 4 Douglass Fir plywood vaults form the ceiling and roof. The 4 vaults cover an area of 1100 square feet to include a 10-foot cantilever at the entryway.

The sleeping areas consist of 4 identical rooms with adjacent baths for the children, overlooking the tennis court and swimming pool. The master suite has separate sleeping, dressing and bathing accommodations. The glass areas of the master bedroom overlook the main view as does the adjacent living room.

Materials consist of concrete paving tile in grayed orange in main part of house with chestnut paneling on most of the ceilings. All cabinets work is in natural wood, designed in furniture construction, with aluminum legs.

Construction is in a typical 7' modular post and beam. Framing is in Douglas Fir wood, concrete slab construction with floor slab cantilevered 18" over footing wall around house.

The house is completely air-conditioned and with forced air heat in the slab on 5 zones. A patterned effect is achieved by inserting terracotta flue liners into concrete block walls.
LIVING ROOM AND FIREPLACE

This house is planned for an average family of man and wife with two children, a boy of 12 and a girl of 14.

Built on a lot of wide road frontage and facing a creek on two sides, the three levels of this house form steps up a gentle slope. Stepping up from the garage are the service, dining and children's area; major living area and master bedroom are at the top, with a patio to the rear and other enclosed gardens at the front.

While Southern Californian in character, the surroundings are perhaps unique in that in this particular area there is a planted grove of redwood trees some 60 years of age. There was a problem then of planning a house to be encompassed in this grove and to spare every tree. Further, in order to capture the evergreen canopy quality of the redwoods, it was decided to extend a glass roof along one entire side of the living area. With western canyon hills affording more than average late afternoon shade, together with the well-known protection from the sun's heat which these trees afford, there is no discomfort in this building even in summer.

REDWOOD HOUSE BY MARIO CORBETT, ARCHITECT
TERRACE AT ENTRANCE

VIEW FROM DINING AREA

LIVING ROOM WITH PATIO BEYOND

1. MASTER BEDROOM
1A. DRESSING ROOM
1B. BATH
2. LIVING ROOM
2A. FIREPLACE COUCH
2B. VISTA-CEILING GALLERY
2C. ENTRANCE
3. DINING ROOM
3A. KITCHEN
4. HALL
4A. LAUNDRY
4B. BATH
4C. BOY'S ROOM
4D. GIRL'S ROOM
5A. UTILITY ROOM
5B. STORE ROOM
5C. GARDEN TOOL ROOM
5D. WORKSHOP
6. TERRACE
7. GARDEN AND REDWOODS
8. PATIO
LAGOON HOUSE BY RAPHAEL S. SORIANO. ARCHITECT
The project was to design a house for a family of two adults and four children which would have maximum storage facilities and flexibility for future space changes. The design was to provide privacy for both adults and children and an inside area to enjoy sun without wind. The room requirements consisted of a children's area, four bedrooms, two baths, a play room with eating facilities adjacent to the kitchen, with access to the outdoor play area; the adult section was to consist of a bedroom, dressing room and bath with sunken tub, living-dining room, library and kitchen, laundry, sewing room, and carport. To satisfy the above requirements on a very small and irregular lot, a solution was found whereby the space consuming, complicated structural elements of standard construction were eliminated, releasing all space for living or storage areas.

The plan was divided into two squares of 40' x 40', one for the activities of the parents, the other for the activities of the children; the kitchen and inner patio serving as the connecting link for the two areas. The structure consists of built up 1/4" plate girders with a clear span of 40' supported on wide flange columns. Beams and columns were made up as a completed structural unit and trucked to the site where they were bolted to the pre-existing foundation every ten feet. Light gauge steel decking was welded to the frame providing both a finished ceiling and the roof structure to which insulation and a built-up roofing was applied.

All interior walls have been designed as useful cabinets and storage areas constructed in a cabinet shop and transported to the job where they were installed after the frame was up. In the future if larger or different arrangement of living space is required, it can be simply achieved by either removing or shifting the cabinet walls. The rooms have been sealed with transparent plastic sheets. The exterior enclosure is composed of

(Continued on Page 36)
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the use of outdoor areas on a much more intensive basis than in the past.

While pointing to the shift of values from home to community, it is not our intention to decry the result so long as every effort is made to conserve what was valuable in the previous arrangement. Possibly, the shift will be countered and stabilized at a healthy point by good design. That is, the abandonment of privacy within the house may be overcome by skillful deployment of activity over the entire home site. That would be privacy within a larger framework of freedom. Improved design of furniture and storage space can also compensate for the loss of floor space in most contemporary homes. Finally, the tendency toward an emptying of family values can be reversed if the form of the contemporary home is sufficiently appealing to generate new values.

IV

The interior of the contemporary home offers a study in dynamism as well as retreat into tradition. The kitchen is the focal point of change and of mechanization while the sleeping and living areas endeavor to retain connections with the pre-mechanical past. Inevitably, the dynamic center will triumph over the traditional periphery, but in the process there will be incongruities as the agents of mechanization clash with the symbols of kunstwerke.

The mechanical kitchen came about because immigration declined and unskilled labor was diverted from domestic to industrial work. The very maid who may have wielded a domestic broom was now to verge on automaticity. At present, we are experimenting with the limits of mechanization—the area in which convenience and pure utility must compete with visual and symbolic values.

It is the small, modern kitchen which most nearly epitomizes Le Corbusier’s dictum that “the house is a machine for living in.”

Here, too, the implied description of the housewife as a semi-skilled machine worker has taken hold. Understandably, her work day is the subject of time-motion studies. The progressive dilution of skill which is characteristic of other industrial work applies to housewifery, as every kitchen development tends to convert her skills into reflexes. The attention hitherto devoted to the subtleties of cooking and baking can now be devoted to packaged entertainment. One cannot fail to note that this arrangement overcomes the taste some women feel toward housework when it is carried on with undivided attention and for its own sake. The mechanical aids enable housewives to achieve remarkable culinary success and variety with relatively little effort. However, the principal result of the labor-saving devices, in the view of the present writer, is not so much economy of effort as the elimination of the need to think about food preparation. The automatic timing and self-regulating machines create the opportunity to continue personal cultivation which marriage may have interrupted. They also create the occasion for a daily bath in sentimentality which is one of the least flattering aspects of the culture which makes it possible.

The architect and the interior designer abet the automatic tendencies of the kitchen by devising eating surfaces and passageways for food which carry out the idea of a continuous chain from the food processor to the diner. To do this, they have borrowed freely the shapes and materials used in the tables and counters of commercial eating places. The short-order cook, that dextrous symbol of American speed and know-how, became a sort of prototype for the housewife and the one-arm diner suggested the possible form of her kitchen-dining area. The steps in the re-design of the traditional dining table record a typical transformation in the home: (1) The eating surface is made as continuous as possible with the cooking surface. (2) The eating surface is shaped or molded around the work space of the cook. (3) The surface is reduced in size to accommodate only the dishes being eaten rather than sundry side dishes and eating accessories. (4) Finally, the eating surface is “built in,” anchored to the floor, covered with a durable plastic and fitted out with stools or benches. The new free-form dining surface is now logically consistent with the evolution of dining into a quasi assembly line operation. In addition, the dining area and its
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incongruities. One reason is that few persons seem to be sensitive to
determinants of form, they are surely complex in an eclectic culture,
our age is one upon which many style influences converge. As for the
style in home furnishings as they are sensitive, for example, to style
tends to be a serious indictment of our total civilization. This point is
independent of cultural maturity in a democratic society.
in clothes. Another reason is that many persons have not given much
interiors so often enmesh amateur decorators in visual and symbolic
looked by those who believe that political and historical success is
contemporary design attempt to press their products into the familiar
to endorse interiors with a purity and logical articulation of forms
which can support ritual and the emotions it feeds upon.
The role which technology plays in the domestic interior is re
versed when it moves from the kitchen to the living and sleeping
areas. Recognizing that the kitchen is manipulated by powerful
technical forces from without, the householders attempts to resist any
further encroachments within. The only way we can understand his
efforts at interior decoration is to see them as an attempt to in
sulate the dwelling against the machine culture which flourishes
around it. For most persons, tradition in the form of some pre
industrial object can serve to exercise what seems blatant in mod
ernism. The gods of home and hearth then persist in the association
of the present with some honored past: an heirloom, a family pic
surely, owned by a putative ancestor, or simply, something old. Living-room decoration approaches irony when the psychologi
cal demand for roots, for emotional focus, and for the trappings of
honor, seeks satisfaction through the anonymous, traditionless
products of the machine. It is not that industrial fabrication cannot
produce beautiful objects; but the machine will inevitably foster
incongruity if it is made to imitate the individual, fortuitous effects
of handicraft. While well-designed objects of any age or manufac
ture are likely to combine harmoniously, it is not because they re
semble each other; it is rather because each calls attention to the
virtues of the other.
Unlike the Victorians, we have little cause to be ashamed of the
industrial basis of our civilization. But too often, the vulgarizers of
contemporary design attempt to press their products into the familiar
Victorian patterns of concealment. This is frequently the case with
lighting fixtures. The "modernistic" treatment will not permit a table lamp to be merely a source of light. Is it perhaps an
unconscious veneration for Ajuramazda which obliges a lamp base
and its attachments to symbolize some obvious romantic theme?
Ceramic bases particularly are a fertile field for erotic torsos, Eu
ropeanized versions of African fertility figures, and imitations of
driftwood textures—gilded, sprayed, and glazed. It is the Venus
de Milo with a clock in her stomach once again.
The manufacturers and retailers cannot be blamed entirely for
these confessions: a large part of the purchasing public is unwilling
to accept a useful object unless it is hidden beneath some conven
ventional and utterly shopworn symbol of Beauty. What is ironic in
this situation is that the same public is committed to a rather nar
row functionalism in the kitchen and bathroom.
Of course, failures and errors of taste, particularly middle-class
taste, have always been regarded as inevitable, especially in those
countries which have few democratic pretensions. But in America, a
failure of popular taste is so widespread in its effects as to consti
tute a serious indictment of our total civilization. This point is over
looked by those who believe that political and historical success is
independent of cultural maturity in a democratic society.
It would be difficult to cite here all of the reasons why contemporary
interiors so often enmesh amateur decorators in visual and symbolic
incongruities. One reason is that few persons seem to be sensitive to
style in home furnishings as they are sensitive, for example, to style
in clothes. Another reason is that many persons have not given much
thought to the determinants of form the home or in home objects of
daily use. Understandably, there is confusion about Style, since
our age is one upon which many style influences converge. As for the
determinants of form, they are surely complex in an eclectic culture,
LAGOON HOUSE — SORIANO

aluminum frame sliding glass doors set in a continuous extruded al­
uminum head and sill. Where solid panels occur, a sandwich of 1" marine grade plywood finished on both sides with 1" insulation cork was keyed to the continuous head and sill. The play areas and gar­
dens are enclosed by corrugated, perforated aluminum screens. A floor radiant heating system has been used throughout.

ART

(Continued from Page 7)

Considering the factors mentioned earlier, the response in Barce­

dona was remarkable. There were elaborate discussions in the press. Critics in Barcelona, who like all isolated intellectuals are particu­larly well-informed, entered the international discussions for the first time, analyzing, and often exceptionally intelligently, the sig­nificance of "arte otro." There was not a single full denunciation, though some well-qualified doubts were expressed. On the contrary, several writers pointed out that Barcelona which nurtured Gaudi, Miro, Dali and Picasso, should be the first to acknowledge abstract art and the "new way of seeing." (Incidentally, a Barcelona weekly running a series of featured artists' profiles by J. J. Tharrats, himself a painter, has had long essays with large reproductions on Tobey, deKooning and Pollock to mention only a few).

But with all the stir, and in spite of Club 49, Sala Gaspar and the few keen, old-time intellectuals, Barcelona is a poor relative of the city it must once have been and cannot provide the vital climate its artists need. Even in its physical aspect, Barcelona is sad, its tan and ochre buildings seeming to maintain their shadow even in sunlight. Everywhere there are walls scored, baked, blistered, and marred with old Civil War bullets. It is a somber, twilight city which in its noon might have been brilliant. And life in this city for sensitive Catalonians is a constant battle with mediocrity, the most damaging poison war-exhaustion and political oppressing leak into the life of a people.

Given these constants it is surprising that Barcelona has man­aged to enter the international community of art, and even to con­tribute several promising young painters and one unusual abstract painter.

The one mature painter is Antonio Tapies, who, though in his mid-thirties has acquired an international reputation based on his mournful, expressive paintings. It has been claimed of Tapies' work that it is totally non-objective, and non-symbolic. But I can only see his recent paintings as expressions or symbols of a man who identifies with his city.

It must be borne in mind that Tapies, until a few years ago, was painting somber, surrealist or allegorical paintings in which "con­tent" was important. His transition to non-figurative art was a sub­tilizing transition, one which allowed him to express an "ambiance" more comprehensive than figurative limitations permitted. Those dusty, wall-line canvases with their occasional parodies of picto­graphs are in themselves symbols—perhaps of devitalized Catalonia and Tapies' own struggle with its deathliness.

Tapies' recent paintings (shown at the Galerie Stadler) are more than ever wall-like, with thick matrices of plaster and incised pat­terns. His characteristic palette is gray—dusty gray which absorbs all light. There are no emanations, no reflections in these paintings. Some are striped and rutted like drought-ridden fields, some punc­tured with small holes, like sodden bisquets, some corrugated, some wistfully incised as if with swamp grasses. Some are gray and buff and black, some the color of dried blood on dust. They are all composed on the lateral plane reinforcing the illusion of wall. And, they are usually elegant in their subtle tonal transitions and few compositional lines. At times, they are too elegant, too much con­centrated in the nature of their materials, on the superficial textures and many gradations this clever artist introduces in his thick plaster armature. But the most important thing is that they are expressive and symbolic, and that Tapies is a conscientious seeker.

Young artists in Madrid are faced with an even more static situa­tion than those of Barcelona. Madrid is provincial, living in an intellectual poverty unbounded. For a young artist eager to partici­pate in the international art movement, it requires tremendous energy and constant attention. Aside from the almost hopeless struggle to gain recognition in his own city, he must find ingenious means of bringing into his life stimulating and critical elements existing abroad. He must, if he wants to keep up, have friends who can send him journals from abroad, and he must scrape up means to go to Paris now and then. He needs to establish outside contacts for his morale's sake, and to help him in his struggle with his city in which intellectual lethargy reigns.

But even in Madrid during this past year there have been signs of change. There were several abstract exhibitions (including "Arte Otro" coming from Barcelona but meeting with complete indif­ference in Madrid). The Museum of Modern Art has managed to build a new hall, with modern moving panels and proper lighting in which to house its meagre collection and put on contemporary exhibitions. But, as I said before, the abiding by-produce of the current regime is mediocrity, a mediocrity which lies heavily over everything from kitchen-appliance design to the higher arts, and nothing is more demoralizing to an artist than to be overwhelmed by mediocrity.

For this reason, the group of young artists who have doggedly kept up with events outside of Spain, and have tried to introduce similar events in Madrid deserves support. These young artists are familiar with "art autre" thanks to Michel Tapie, and they are well­

informed on American painting. They know, through reproduction, the major abstract expressionists and can surprisingly supply de­tails of these painters' private as well as public lives. They are very much attracted to Pollock, and to the more effusive painters of the "art autre" school. Obviously, in a country where cultural surveillance prevents steady development, the untrammelled freedom the informal aesthetic offers would have a special and perhaps extra-esthetic appeal. And for the time being, it is the "frisson nouveau" element in the informal doctrine which appeals to these young artists, but that is understandable and will be outgrown.

Typical of this younger generation is the painter Antonio Saura, born 1930. Impassioned, intelligent and sensitive, Saura has worked out from surrealism into a style compounded of American and French influences. Although far from a personal style as yet, Saura has the talent and will in good measure. Above all, the will. For Saura, like several others of his generation is determined to work out his problems within the Spanish context. Last year he was the major organizer of the only avant-garde group in Madrid, "El Paso" which held its first exhibition last April. (Other members: Canogar, Feito, Millares, Rivera, Serrano and Suarez.) In its first
The 61 plates, although small, are of top quality and lose little value even in comparison with larger and more expensive books about the same artist. Many details of his famous Long Scroll are shown and to landscape painting "as coming closest to the totality of nature." The forthcoming volume will cover his work from 1940 to 1958.

Mr. Brooks' book is a bright contrast to the deluge of pat how-to-do-its flooding the market today. Instead of bullying the reader with slovish techniques to follow, slick copy methods and tricks of the trade, he has given an honest and contemporary exposition on the art of making watercolors to benefit the beginner and to refresh the more experienced painter.

"... I have tried to bridge the gap between the purely technical and elementary approaches with some of the thinking processes which are at the foundation of all creative and imaginative art. Both new and traditional methods in the use of watercolor and casein are discussed, but always with the strong admonition that technique is only part of a larger vocabulary which the painter must use in his own way. How and what he wishes to paint must inevitably be his own decision."

The 200 illustrations are all Mr. Brooks', all of them inspired and 14 pages of them in very good color.

BUFFANO: WORKS OF AN AMERICAN SCULPTOR, by Beniamino Bufano (George Wittenborn, Inc. distributor, $17.50)

Henry Miller, in one of the introductions says of Bufano: "Each day Bufano becomes more like his own statues, that is to say more lucid, more economical, more harmonious, more spiritual, more dynamic, more enduring. He imparted grace, subtlety, emotion to stone and the stone has yielded back to him its strength, beauty and austerity."
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1957 CHRISTMAS OFFER

For your holiday gift orders the magazine ARTS & ARCHITECTURE offers a FREE one year subscription, or extension, with every group of three gift subscriptions ordered at the special price of $4.00 each. Regular rate is $5.00 per year. This special offer expires December 31, 1957.

Please send my free subscription extension to:

NAME

CITY

ZONE

STATE

GIFT FROM:

1

OCCUPATION

2

OCCUPATION

3

OCCUPATION

GIFT FROM:

FREE

APPLIANCES

(250a) Built-in appliances: Oven unit, surface-cooking unit, dishwasher, food waste disposer, water heater, 25" washer, refrigerator and freezer are featured built-in appliances merit specified for Case Study House No. 17. Recent introductions are three budget priced appliances, an economy dryer, a 12½ cubic ft. freeze chest and a 30" range. For complete details write Westinghouse Appliance Sales, Dept. AA, 4601 So. Boyle Ave., Los Angeles 58, Calif.

ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK

(295a) Manufacturers of architectural woodwork, specializing in all types of fixtures for stores, offices, churches and banks. Large and complete shop facilities offer a complete range of work from small specialty shops to complete departments in large stores. Experienced staff to discuss technical or structural problems, and to render information regarding any product, list the number which precedes it on the coupon which appears below, giving your name, address, and occupation.

Please send this coupon to Arts & Architecture and your requests will be filed as rapidly as possible. Items preceded by a check (✓) indicate products which have been merit specified for the Case Study Houses 17, 18, 19.

INTERIOR DECORATION—HOME STUDY

(828b) Approved supervised home study training in all phases of interior decoration. Ideal supplementary course for architects, builders, designers. No classes. No wasted time. Text and work kit furnished. Low tuition payments. Send for free booklet, Chicago School of Interior Decoration, Dept. 828b, 835 Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, Ill.

NEW THIS MONTH

(113a) Structural Building Materials: Free literature available from the California Redwood Association includes Redwood Goes to School, a 16-page brochure showing how architects provide better school design today; Architect's File containing special selection of data sheets with information most in demand by architects; Redwood News, quarterly publication showing latest designs; individual data sheets on Yard Grades, Interior Specifications, Exterior and Interior Finishes, Write Service Library, California Redwood Association, 576 Sacramento St., San Francisco 11, Calif.

Books received: to be reviewed next issue:

ANGKOR, by Bernard-Philippe Groslier (Frederick A. Praeger, $15.00)

COURSE IN MAKING MOSAICS by Joseph L. Young (Reinhold Publishing Corporation, $3.50)

THE ART OF MAKING MOSAICS by Louisa Jenkins & Barbara Mills (D. Van Nostrand Company, $5.95)

EXTREME by Tomoyuki Yamanobe (Charles E. Tuttle Company, $3.00)

HIROSHIGE'S TOKAIDO IN PRINTS AND POETRY, edited by Reiko Shiba (Charles E. Tuttle Company, $2.50)

COURSES IN MAKING MOSAICS by Joseph Jenkins & Barbara Mills

FREE BOOKLET

(Architectural Metal Work)

(294a) Architectural Interior Metal Work and Custom Lighting Fixtures: Specializing in the design and fabrication of decorative metal work, murals, contemporary lighting fixtures and planning, room dividers, and decorative fixtures of all types for stores, office buildings, restaurants, cocktail lounges, hotels and homes. Sculptured metals, tropical hardwoods, moniers, glass and plastics are used in the fabrication of those designs. Send for information and sample decorative plastic kit, Stickley & Company, 711 South Grandview Street, Los Angeles 51, California.

FABRICS


ARTS & ARCHITECTURE

BOOKS (Continued from Page 37)

At the same time the Tuttle Company announces a new group of inexpensive books: The Arts and Crafts of Japan Series, each to sell for $3.00. The first to be published, MASKS, by Seirou Koma, adapted into English by Meredith Weatherby, contains 19 plates in full color and 27 plates in gravure and halftone and shows some of the world's oldest surviving masks, those depicting the supernatural and sinister and the more dramatic masks of the later Noh stage. An admirable introduction to the sculptural skill of the great Japanese carvers from the 6th to the 14th centuries.

Books received: to be reviewed next issue:

ANGKOR, by Bernard-Philippe Groslier (Frederick A. Praeger, $15.00)

COURSE IN MAKING MOSAICS by Joseph L. Young (Reinhold Publishing Corporation, $3.50)

THE ART OF MAKING MOSAICS by Louisa Jenkins & Barbara Mills (D. Van Nostrand Company, $5.95)

EXTREME by Tomoyuki Yamanobe (Charles E. Tuttle Company, $3.00)

HIROSHIGE'S TOKAIDO IN PRINTS AND POETRY, edited by Reiko Shiba (Charles E. Tuttle Company, $2.50)

This offer applies in U. S. A. only. Please send orders to:

THE MAGAZINE

3305 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD LOS ANGELES 5, CALIFORNIA

FURNITURE

(437) Furniture: Information best lines contemporary for furniture, accessories, fabrics; chairs, tables, in string and wrap upholstery; wood or metal chair frame—& Associates, Inc., 575 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

(265a) Catalogue sheets and brochures available on a leasing line of the furniture featuring designs by MacDougall and Stuart, Paul Tuttle, Henry Webber, George Simon, George Kasparian. Experienced contract department at Kasparian, 7772 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, California. For further information write on your letterhead to above address. Contractors: Carroll Sugar & Associates, 8833 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 48; Bacon and Perry, 170 Decorative Center, Dallas, Texas; Saan, 326 South Lake, Pasadena, Calif.; Casal Contract, Inc., 9501 Santa Monica Boulevard, Beverly Hills, Calif.


STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED BY THE ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933, AND JULY 2, 1946! Title 39, United States Code, Section 2331 SHOWING

1. The names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business manager, when known. Name, publisher: John Entenza, 3305 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 5, California; editor: John D. Entenza, 3305 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 5, California; managing editor, name, none.

2. The owner is: John D. Entenza, 3305 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 5, California.

3. The publishers, managers, and editors holding ownership of 1 percent or more of total amount of stock, mortgages, or other securities are: None.

4. Whether in name, when any stockholder or security holder appears upon the books of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trust exists, is shown. The above statement is correct in that no such persons or corporations appear upon the books of the company as trustees or in any other fiduciary relationship.

JOHN D. ENTENZA, Editor, Publisher, Owner 

(Seal) 
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FILL IN COUPON TO OBTAIN MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE

FILM & ARCHITECTURE

SOUTH WILSHIRE BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES 5, CALIFORNIA

Please send me a copy of each piece of Manufacturer's Literature listed:

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE

OCCUPATION

NOTE: Literature cannot be forwarded unless occupation is shown.


306a Structural Material: New catalog available on Acrylite, an important new material for interior and exterior design. Acrylic sheets in which a variety of designs and textures have been embossed provide new design techniques for separate living, dining kitchen, and other areas in a way that room dividers and panels become a central decorative feature in the room. May be coordinated with draperies and accessories, as well as colors. Acrylite is sold as a panel or by the square foot, with varying thickness, size and design elements. Search for complete information. Wasco Products, Inc., 933 Fowsett St., Cambridge 38, Mass.

195a Correllus: One of oldest of translucent plastics is improved. Reinforced with inorganic, non-combustible flame barrier core. Variety of colors, shapes, sizes available. Ideal for pavers, carports, skylights, monitors and sawtooth for factories. Can be sawed, drilled, nailed. Correllus Division of Libby, Owens, Ford; Glass Company, 1460 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5, Calif.

218a Pylomite translucent-Silbers improved reinforcing building panels. A new lightweight, shatterproof material with a wide variety of uses in both factory or home. Lets light in but keeps weather out. Pylomite is permanent, beautiful, weatherproof, shatterproof, and easy to use. Pylomite may be worked with common hand or power tools and may be fastened with ordinary nails and screws. Available in a variety of flat and corrugated sizes and shapes, also a selection of colors. Both structural and decorative applications are available. Pylomite Company, 2707 Tulare Ave., Burbank, Calif.

211a Permantine-Alexite Plaster Aggregate: Latest information on this highly efficient fireproofing plaster presented in detail in completely illustrated brochure. Brochure contains enough data and authority on authentic fire resistance to warrant complete, immediate acceptance of Permantine-Alexite for plaster fireproofing. Many charts and detailed drawings give fire ratings, descriptions and photograph describe plaster as lightweight, economical and crack-resistant, withstands up to 45% greater strain than comparable sandblasted plasters. Write to Permatine, Perlite Div., Box AA, Great Lakes Carbon Corp., 612 South Flower St., Los Angeles 17, Calif.
For the "SHAPE OF TOMORROW"
Specify...
Westinghouse Space Mates

WASH AND DRY FULL FAMILY WASH IN JUST 25 INCHES

- Designed for contemporary living, these new Laundromat-Dryer combinations may be installed with Laundromat below, Dryer above in a space only 25 inches wide; or side-by-side in 50 inches.
- Laundromat Automatic Washer with Revolving Agitator washes cleaner, rinses better, cleans itself.
- Patented direct air flow dries clothes faster at safer, lower temperatures; saves current; removes wrinkles automatically.

PUSH-BUTTON CONTROL CENTERS

TEMPERATURE PUSH-BUTTONS
Regular, Low or No Heat

WATER TEMPERATURE PUSH-BUTTONS
Hot, Warm or Cold for Washing
Warm or Cold for Rinsing

AUTO-DRY DIAL
Shuts off dryer when clothes are dry

TWO-CYCLE FABRIC MASTER DIAL
Soap-N-Water Saver

SEND FOR YOUR COMPLETE WESTINGHOUSE LITERATURE & INFORMATION TODAY

In SAN FRANCISCO:
Westinghouse Appliance Sales
A Division of Westinghouse Electric Supply Co.
201 POTRERO AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO 1, CALIF.
CONTRACT SALES DIVISION
Phone: UNderhill 1-5051

In LOS ANGELES:
Westinghouse Appliance Sales
A Division of Westinghouse Electric Supply Co.
4601 SOUTH BOYLE AVENUE
LOS ANGELES 58, CALIF.
CONTRACT SALES DIVISION
Phone: LUdlow 1-0281

YOU CAN BE SURE...IF IT'S Westinghouse

CHOOSE FROM FIVE CONFECTION COLORS
- FROSTING PINK
- MINT AQUA
- LEMON YELLOW
- NOUGAT GREY
- SUGAR WHITE
Elegance without repetition

Palos Verdes Stone

works two ways at BELLEHURST

In preparing 15 custom designs for nearly 200 homes in the new Bellehurst country club community in the Buena Park-Fullerton area near Los Angeles, Architect James Wilde made widespread use of Palos Verdes Stone. He employed its range of soft neutral colors and distinctive textures both to give variation to fireplaces, chimneys, planters and accent walls and to give distinction and identity to this new community. No two installations of Palos Verdes Stone are identical...each has its own individual charm and distinction...yet they help to integrate the different designs of traditional and contemporary homes into an esthetically unified whole. Since no other stone is quite like Palos Verdes Stone, home buyers are quick to recognize and approve it. Being natural stone, it is permanent, maintenance-free, always beautiful...a touch of elegance that lends distinction to any home. Nothing else adds so much visible value—at so little cost!

A descriptive brochure and list of dealers is available from

PALOS VERDES STONE DEPT.
GREAT LAKES CARBON CORPORATION
612 SOUTH FLOWER ST., LOS ANGELES 17, CALIF.